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Intertecnica Ltd has access to Cude Oil and upstream Petroleum Products direct from 

Refinery Sources and from established Trading Houses. We also support services re-
lated to Oilfield Operations in conjunction with specialized companies in this field, as 

well as oilfield chemicals and equipment for drilling operations whether onshore or 

offshore. 

  

From experience we know that concluding long term supply contracts for Crude  Oil 

and Petroleum Products is best achievable by forming  strategic alliances between 

interested parties that could best  achieve mutually beneficial results. Throughout all 

this and in any communication in relation to same, inter party communication must at 

all times excude honesty, credibility and transparency. These attributes must be pre-

sent and seen to be visible  throughout. 

  

WHAT INTERTECNICA LTD CAN DO FOR YOU : 

 

Based on its well established contacts and years of experience Intertecnica Ltd  can 

provide the following solutions for your company : 

  

SOURCING :  The company is in a position to SOURCE , PURCHASE & SELL,   

BROKER and in some instances organize FINANCE for, the purchase of Crude Oil 

and Petroleum Products on fob basis or for shipment to any part of the world. 

  

REGISTERING : The company can  offer its services to REGISTER  your company 

with any of the following major suppliers. Registration is the best way to achieving 

deep discounts and guaranteed long term supply :   
      

     Ministry of Resources in Erbil - Kurdistan (KOMO) 

     National Oil Company in Libya (NOC) 

     National Iranian  Oil Company in Iran (NIOC) 

     State Oil Company of Azerbaijan  (SOCAR 
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Intertecnica Ltd  

We get things done.  

JP54 / JET A1, AVIATION KEROSENE 
D2 DIESEL NUMBER 2 
D6 DIESEL NUMBER 6 
AUTO FUEL  
LIQUID NATURAL GAS (LNG) 
LIQUID PETROLEUM GAS (LPT) 
MAST  M100-75 
CRUDE OIL  
NAFTA 
FUEL OIL CST 
BUNKER FUELS 


